Program Director Job Descriptions

Director of the Gamecock Pantry
• Select a full operating staff
• Manage the activities and daily functions of the Gamecock Pantry
• Work toward new initiatives and improvements for the Gamecock Pantry
• Promote awareness of the Gamecock Pantry and similar services
• Maintain consistent communication with Sodexo and University Housing

Director of Walk Home Cocky
• Select a full operating staff
• Manage the activities and daily functions of Walk Home Cocky
• Work toward new initiatives and improvements for the Walk Home Cocky
• Promote awareness of the Walk Home Cocky and similar services
• Maintain consistent communication with USC PD and Transportation Services

Director of Carolina Convoy
• Work collaboratively with the Secretary of Athletics and Chairman of Athletics
• Plan and execute football, basketball and baseball convoys
• Manage the activities and events associated with each Convoy
• Work toward new initiatives and improvements for the Carolina Convoy
• Promote awareness of the Carolina Convoy
• Maintain consistent communication with Athletics and Marketing

Director of Carolina Closet
• Select a full operating staff
• Lay the foundation for and open the Carolina Closet
• Manage the activities and daily functions of the Carolina Closet
• Work toward new initiatives and improvements for the Carolina Closet
• Promote awareness of the Carolina Closet and similar services
• Maintain consistent communication with the Career Center, the Moore School of Business, College of HRSM and University Housing